This manuscript reviews our growing understanding of the role of environmental conditions in shaping development and developmental evolution. It then discusses how this enhanced understanding increasingly questions our intuitive notions of the environment as separable from-and external to-organisms, as a selective force that is passive rather than generative, and as an external agent that organisms respond to, rather than one that organisms actively modify to suit their responses. Throughout I highlight examples of case studies in evo devo and beyond that-by integrating a revised evaluation of the environment into their research programs-have been able to advance long-standing and critical questions in the biological sciences. I end by summarizing several theoretical frameworks that are already well in place to guide a more systemic re-integration of the role of environmental conditions in evo devo.
Recent years have witnessed a growing appreciation of the role of environmental conditions in shaping developmental processes and their outcomes (West-Eberhard, 2003; Gilbert and Epel, 2009; Gerhart and Kirschner, 2010 ). This constitutes a major step forward, away from the simplistic view still well-engrained in traditional evolutionary biology that environmental conditions function solely as an external agent of selection. In this review I argue that this re-evaluation of the environment and what it is and does in development, and by extension evolution, needs to continue. Specifically, I posit that existing empirical data are already sufficient to force a further expansion of our current definitions of the environment, that doing so would enable the field of evolutionary developmental biology to contribute meaningful answers to fundamental question of both basic and applied significance, and that several theoretical frameworks are already well in place to guide such a reorientation. I will begin by discussing where our current views of what constitutes environment in biology are increasingly challenged by biological reality.
ENVIRONMENT AND SELECTABLE VARIATION
Much of biology has long accepted that phenotypic variation is shaped by the interactions between genetic and environmental influences on phenotype formation, rather than being predetermined by an inflexible genome. As a consequence we now routinely integrate G × E interactions into quantitative genetic models, we understand that the penetrance of mutant phenotypes is affected by rearing environment (e.g., Shields and Harris, 2000; Cook et al., 2005; Martin and Lenormand, 2006) , and that trait heritabilities have a tendency to increase in more stressful conditions (Gibson and Dworkin, 2004; Schlichting, 2008) . In all these contexts environmental conditions have the potential to alter how genetic variation manifests in phenotypic, and thus selectable variation. More recently, however, a growing body of work has begun to suggest that this environmental influence on genotype-phenotype relationships may be neither modest nor rare: instead, laboratory and, increasingly, field studies illustrate that populations can harbor remarkable reserves of genetic variation, held in a cryptic, phenotypically unexpressed state as development unfolds in regular environmental conditions, but manifest in phenotypic variants when forced to occur in novel or stressful conditions (reviewed in Ledon-Rettig et al., 2014; Paaby and Rockman, 2014) . While most of the released variation is expected to be neutral or even detrimental, this process has the potential to also increase the pool of putatively adaptive variants . This, in turn, raises the possibility that populations' abilities to respond to selection, and the direction of such responses, may not just depend on their mutational variation per se, but also, or maybe even more so, on the environmental conditions their developing members find themselves in.
ENVIRONMENTS AS PHENOTYPES
We commonly partition environmental and genetic effects in development. Even though both interact in practice, as emphasized above, we consider them separable in principle. A closer look at development in action, however, highlights the limitations of such a perspective. For example, whatever transcriptional and translational events take place in a given cell are influenced by the specific cellular environments that cell finds itself in, characterized for instance by the presence or absence of key resources such as microRNAs, transcription factors, nutrients, signals from neighboring cells, and other signatures of past developmental events. While many of these components of the nuclear and cellular environment involved the earlier expression of specific genes, at any given developmental time they collectively make up an environment that defines the developmental context within which a given cell finds itself and to which it responds by altering its transcriptional or translational activity, thereby again shaping the environmental conditions in which the same cell will find itself later in development (Moss, 2001) .
This interdependency between genetic and environmental contributions to phenotype formation persists, perhaps even increases, across levels of biological organization. For example, the prevailing sensory environment experienced during development influences whether synapse formation during nervous system differentiation is reinforced or not, which in turn influences which sensory environment is perceived at later developmental stages (Kolb and Whishaw, 1998; Levitt et al., 1998; Rampon and Tsien, 2000; Baroncelli et al., 2010) . Gut formation and differentiation from invertebrates to vertebrates responds to dietary conditions, which in turn affects the future dietary environments the developing organism experiences (Agrawal et al., 2002; Ledon-Rettig et al., 2008; Christeller et al., 2010; Saikia et al., 2011; Bloom et al., 2013) . Across development, and across levels of biological organization, it is the environment generated by the cell, the organ, the ontogenetic stage, but also the partner or the social group that affects gene expression. At the same time it is the expression of these genes and their products that facilitate the creation of each of these environments. Viewed this way, the relationship between genes and environment is more than just interactive: instead genes and environment become interdependent, cause and effect of each other (Oyama, 1985; Keller, 2010) .
On some level, we fully acknowledge the developmental origin of environments, and their ability to influence subsequent developmental events. For example, developmental biologists investigate the "stem cell niche" a specific anatomic location that regulates when and how stem cells participate in tissue generation, maintenance, and repair, guided by cell-cell interactions, extracellular matrix components, oxygen availability, growth factors, etc. (Scadden, 2006) . Here it is understood that developmental processes create a developmental environment or "niche" critical for subsequent developmental events to unfold. Similarly, behavioral ecologists have long recognized that the cumulative actions of individuals within a group, most obvious in the context of parental care or herd behavior, create environmental conditions absolutely critical for normative offspring development to occur (Champagne, 2008; Rilling and Young, 2014) . However, for the most part the interdependencies between development and environment remain to be broadly integrated in biology.
ORGANISMS AS ENVIRONMENTS
Recent years have seen an explosion of research findings that increasingly question our definition of the individual organism as a unit in development and evolution (Gilbert and Epel, 2009; Gilbert et al., 2012; McFall-Ngai et al., 2013) . Instead, it appears that wherever we turn, what we perceive as the individual reveals itself as a team of interacting taxa: for example, gut microbiomes have emerged as critical interfaces between nutrition, growth, and intestinal disease from invertebrates to humans (Zhu et al., 2011; Flint, 2012; Devkota and Chang, 2013) . Microorganisms play critical roles in immune function across taxa (e.g., Kau et al., 2011; Weinstock and Elliott, 2014) , the decision where or where not to settle as mobile larvae turn into sessile adults rests at least in part on the specific endosymbionts involved (Whalan and Webster, 2014) , and whether species can form viable hybrids or not may depend on the compatibility of their respective microbial partners (Brucker and Bordenstein, 2013) .
In certain contexts, biologists have long recognized the importance of other organisms in influencing selective environments and subsequent evolutionary responses: for example, hostparasite dynamics are understood to be as complex as they are partly because of the properties that emerge from the reciprocal interactions between hosts and their co-evolving diseases (e.g., Auld et al., 2014 ). Yet there is growing recognition that host-symbiont interactions add layers of complexity that go wellbeyond what biologists are accustomed to: microbial interactions appear ubiquitous not just across taxa but also across developmental, physiological, and ecological contexts; endosymbionts provide additional avenues for trait inheritance and rapid adaptation; and lastly, host symbiont interactions may play critical roles in reciprocally shaping the environmental conditions in which each participating member finds itself (Gilbert and Epel, 2009; Gilbert et al., 2012; McFall-Ngai et al., 2013) .
Collectively, the environment thus emerges (i) as a determinant of selectable phenotypic variation, (ii) as a cause and consequence of development, and (iii) as something that is shaped to a significant degree by host-microbe interactions. Taken together this questions our intuitive notions of environment as separable from-and external to-organisms, as a selective force that is passive rather than generative, and as an external agent that organisms respond to, rather than one that organisms actively modify to suit their responses. In the next section I will discuss why contemporary evo devo research stands to benefit greatly from integrating this re-evaluation of the environment into its research programs.
RE-EVALUATING THE ENVIRONMENT-WHY DO WE CARE?
Evo devo seeks to understand why and how developmental evolution unfolds the way it does and strives to identify the mechanisms that enable, channel, or impede developmental innovation and diversification (Raff, 1996 (Raff, , 2000 . I posit that achieving these core objectives will benefit from, and in fact require, a more deliberate and systemic integration of the role of the environment, as detailed next.
DEVELOPMENTAL PLASTICITY AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIAS IN EVO DEVO
A growing body of studies illustrate that environmental conditions influence whether or not genetic variants will be phenotypically manifest and thus selectable (reviewed in Paaby and Rockman, 2014) . It is also clear that the degree to which environmental conditions exert this influence on genotype-phenotype relations varies as a function of trait type, taxon, developmental stage, etc. and thus constitutes an influence that will have to be determined on a case by case basis (Ledon-Rettig et al., 2014) . Nevertheless, the phenomenon as such necessitates a shift in our thinking about what is phenotypically possible in evolution away from mutational and recombinatorial variation as the main determinants and toward developmental systems: the sum total of all developmental and physiological processes, their products, and their interaction, including the integration of genetic and environmental inputs. While more complex, such a perspective offers fresh and possibly more productive lines of inquiry to address diverse questions of both fundamental as well as applied significance.
For instance, one of the most fundamental questions in evolutionary biology concerns the origin of novel complex traits and major transitions in evolution (reviewed in Moczek, 2008) . Major transitions in evolution, by definition, reflect significant departures from ancestral variation, yet our search for mutations and genes that facilitated the initial origin of the first eye or wing, or the transition from water to land, or solitary to eusocial life have overall been frustrating. While we have been able to clearly associate important genetic contributions to present day manifestations of each of these major innovations (e.g., Shubin et al., 2009) , exactly what it took to initiate these transitions in the first place, and why they occurred when they did, remains poorly understood. Most importantly, data are generally lacking that would support conceptualizing major evolutionary transitions as events that could be accomplished solely by accumulating one fortunate mutation at a time.
Here, a developmental systems perspective has been able to contribute fresh new insights, allowing us to move rather quickly beyond traditional roadblocks. Specifically, by investigating the interplay between developmental processes and the environmental conditions within which they occur diverse studies have been able to show that when forced to contend with novel or stressful conditions, pre-existing plasticity allows development to alter its products, revealing novel phenotypic variation in the process. For example, tadpoles from a lineage specialized to feed on detritus will, when forced to contend with a carnivorous diet, respond developmentally by altering their gut morphology, including responses in a direction identical to what is seen in lineages that have evolved a specialized carnivorous habit (Ledon-Rettig et al., 2010) . Similarly, Polypterus fish are positioned taxonomically such that they are a good proxy for ancestral stem tetrapods prior to the water-land transition, and use their pectoral fins to both swim as well as "walk" on the sediment. When forced to develop in a "terrestrialized" environment (enough humidity to breathe, but not enough water to swim), fish develop more efficient gaits, upright postures, as well as skeletal arrangements that improved their ability to move in a more land-like environment (Standen et al., 2014) . And a large series of independent studies have now shown that exposure to heat stress (or compromising the ability to deal with heat stress) results in the expression of a wide range of phenotypic variants normally rare or absent from natural populations (Rutherford and Lindquist, 1998; Queitsch et al., 2002; Cowen and Lindquist, 2005; Suzuki and Nijhout, 2006 ; see also Tirosh et al., 2010; Ruden, 2011; Rohner et al., 2013; Takahashi, 2013) .
Importantly, in most of these cases, environmental conditions not only revealed novel phenotypic variation, but released corresponding genetic variation in the process, resulting for instance in increased heritabilities of gut traits in tadpoles (Ledon-Rettig et al., 2010) or ample variation to fuel rapid responses to artificial selection in flies (Rutherford and Lindquist, 1998) and butterflies (Suzuki and Nijhout, 2006) . Studies such as these raise the possibility that major innovations and transitions in evolution may take their baby steps not just one mutation at a time, but in addition (or perhaps instead) one developmental response to novel environmental conditions at a time, with previously cryptic as well as newly arriving mutations subsequently stabilizing the most adaptive variants (Oyama, 1985; West-Eberhard, 2003) .
A developmental systems perspective may be equally relevant for our ability to understand and predict short-term responses to rapid, anthropogenic changes to the environment. For example, increased drought frequencies have resulted in seasonally advanced production of white spruce cones. North American red squirrels critically depend on this food source, and in response to this temporal shift in resource availability have advanced their parturition dates by 18 days without a loss in mean lifetime reproductive success over only one decade, with much of this response due to phenotypic plasticity (Reale et al., 2003; Reed et al., 2011) . Similarly, the house finch, Carpodacus mexicanus, managed to successfully colonize a remarkable range of environments during its recent invasion of North America. Descendant populations now exhibit extensive differentiation in physiological responses to environmental variation, including the induction of incubating behavior in response to temperature variation, which have been fine-tuned from plastic ancestors to produce local adaptation, generating populations with divergent reproductive phenotypes after only 14 generations (Badyaev, 2009) .
Taken together, it is thus becoming increasingly clear that one of the chief objectives of evo devo, to understand how the nature of development biases evolutionary trajectories, cannot be accomplished without explicit consideration of environmental conditions. To develop is to interact with the environment. To evolve is to alter these interactions in a heritable manner.
EVOLVING ENVIRONMENTS
We traditionally view the environment as an external agent of selection, one that organisms respond to evolutionarily by evolving adaptations, and/or developmentally through evolved plastic responses to environmental influences. Through both mechanisms, an organism's fit to environmental conditions is enhanced and fitness losses are reduced. This perspective is challenged by the growing appreciation that organisms, rather than adjusting their traits to suit their environment, readily alter their environment to suit their traits (Odling-Smee, 2010). Furthermore, we have come to realize that such environment-alteration, or niche construction, can easily span generations (e.g., via parental care or long term habitat conditioning) and occur on any level of biological organization (e.g., from social groups to maternally transmitted antibodies). As such, organism-constructed environments may be best viewed as a type of extended phenotype with the potential to be heritable across generations, and thus capable of evolutionary change (Laland et al., 2014) .
Recognizing environmental conditions as a potentially coevolving component of the organism has the potential to complicate our investigation into the causes, mechanisms, and consequences of developmental evolution. Already, ecological and population-genetic models that incorporate environmentmodifying behaviors illustrate that doing so can maintain genotypes that would otherwise be lost, significantly alter long-term evolutionary dynamics, facilitate the evolution of cooperation,
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February 2015 | Volume 3 | Article 7 | 3 enable organisms to persist in inhospitable environmental conditions, and alter carrying capacities, species richness and ecosystem robustness. (Laland et al., 1996 (Laland et al., , 1999 (Laland et al., , 2001 Kerr et al., 1999; Silver and Di Paolo, 2006; Lehmann, 2007 Lehmann, , 2008 ; Kylafis and Loreau, 2008; Krakauer et al., 2009; Creanza et al., 2012; Van Dyken and Wade, 2012) . At the same time, however, recognizing environments as partly constructed by organisms provides valuable new opportunities to revisit long-standing questions in evolutionary developmental biology. For instance, evolutionary radiations are commonly conceptualized as the invasion of uninhabited niches, often leaving unanswered questions such as to why certain radiations occurred when they did and not earlier, or why certain clades rather than others radiated into specific niches (Laland et al., 2014) . Recognizing organism driven environment-construction opens the possibility to view novel niches and radiation opportunities as something organisms actively created through their cumulative actions over time, such as shell beds and coral reefs, or the cumulative effects of filter feeders on the physical and chemical characteristics of water, or the effects of microbial communities or earthworms on soils (Odling-Smee, 2010). Such niche construction, often referred to as "ecosystem engineering" in this context, may be especially powerful because it can result in positive feedbacks, with certain environmental modifications altering selective conditions such that further ecosystem modifications in the same direction are favored. For instance, ocean oxygenation through sponges during the Ediacaran contributed to a change in redox conditions critical for the subsequent radiation of benthic organisms, driving further oxygenation. Similarly, the reworking of soils and sediments by burrowing animals, or bioturbation, greatly facilitated an increase in marine microbial biomass, thereby providing additional resources for burrowing animals, leading to further bioturbation (Erwin, 2005 (Erwin, , 2008 Erwin and Valentine, 2013) . On the other end of the geological time sale, recognizing environmental conditions as a potentially co-evolving with their organism may increase our ability to understand and predict how and why present-day populations and communities are responding to global climate change the way they do.
CO-DEVELOPMENT AND THE DEVELOPMENTAL CAUSES OF DISEASE
The above arguments apply of course similarly, if not more so, to instances in which other organisms constitute critical components of a focal organism's environment. Here, we have long understood that close fitness interdependencies beget co-evolution, whether in the context of predator-prey-, plantpollinator-, or host-parasite-systems. Lately, however, we had to revise our understanding of exactly how widespread, complex, and potentially impact-rich especially host-microbe interactions are, and the diversity of levels of biological organization on which they operate. For example, Asobara wasps will not form ovaries without signals from Wolbachia (Pannebakker et al., 2007) , mice and zebrafish do not form normal guts without symbiotic bacteria (Hooper et al., 2001; Stappenbeck et al., 2002; Rawls et al., 2004; Mazmanian et al., 2005) , and marine invertebrates fail to identify proper colonization sites unless guided by microbial partners (Whalan and Webster, 2014) . The diversity of roles played by symbionts to guide development and physiology is truly astounding, and it extends well into human biology, with clear and critical implications for our understanding of the causes of pathology, and the design of treatments (McFall-Ngai et al., 2013) . For example, it is now understood that the protein deficiency that causes kwashiorkor only manifests when certain gut bacteria are present (Smith et al., 2013) and that recurrent ulcerative colitis caused by Clostridium difficile infections of the gut can be stopped by inoculating patients with dilute fecal samples from healthy donors (Russell et al., 2010; Silverman et al., 2010) .
Similarly, a growing list of autoimmune diseases are now increasingly recognized, at least in part and at least in some patient populations, as a manifestation of an immune system deprived of the natural range of challenges it evolved to respond to due to hygiene measures such as flush toilets, the absence of parasites, and the widespread use of antibiotics in everyday consumables (von Mutius, 2007) . This hygiene hypothesis focuses on the nature of relationships and interactions between humans and the biotic environment with which we have co-evolved, and opens the door to understand the emergence of disease without the requirement for the existence of new genes or gene variants causing the disease. Instead, it predicts that restoring aspects of past interactions with the environment may have the potential to calm overreacting immune systems into more measured responses (Bilbo et al., 2011; Fleming, 2011) . Growing support exists for the validity of such an approach: for example, inoculation with helminths successfully alleviated the symptoms of patients with asthma (Leonardi-Bee et al., 2006), inflammatory bowel disease (Summers et al., 2003; Bilbo et al., 2011) , and multiple sclerosis Fleming, 2013) , and non-obese diabetic mice normally fated to develop Type 1 diabetes failed to do so following pig whipworm infections (Cooke et al., 1999; Zaccone et al., 2003) . Collectively, these studies provide growing support that co-development with microbial or infectious agents may be key to creating internal environments critical for normative development, including our own (reviewed in Zaccone et al., 2006; Weinstock and Elliott, 2014) .
RE-EVALUATING THE ENVIRONMENT-CONCEPTUAL STARTING POINTS
The preceding paragraphs tried to make the case that a growing body of evidence is increasingly questioning the intuitive boundaries we draw around organisms and their environments, and the respective attributes we attach. With environments being constructed by organisms themselves, and thus heritable and evolving, by environments enabling organismal development and vice versa, and by many organisms being both organism and critical part of the environment at the same time, our old dichotomies are having a hard time catching up. I would therefore like to end this essay by highlighting several powerful conceptual frameworks that have emerged in evo devo's vicinity that already provide productive ways to incorporate the growing complexity of organism-environment interdependence into meaningful experimental frameworks.
THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION BY GENETIC ACCOMMODATION
The theory of evolution by genetic accommodation, developed by West-Eberhard (2003 conditions, acting through development, can elicit phenotypic transformations that can subsequently be stabilized genetically through selection operating on genetic variation in a population. This genetic variation may derive from pre-existing heritable variation, previously cryptic generic variants, or mutations arriving anew. That evolution by genetic accommodation can occur is now without doubt: lab-and increasingly field studies have demonstrated the at times surprising power of environmental conditions in revealing novel and selectable phenotypic variation (reviewed in Pfennig et al., 2010; Moczek et al., 2011; Schlichting and Wund, 2014) . As such, evolution by genetic accommodation is well on its way to being integrated into conventional evolutionary biology, the resistance of some notwithstanding (Wray et al., 2014) . Its arguably most significant contribution is the realization that many novel traits or variants derive originally from ancestral plastic responses, i.e., were expressed initially as environmentally induced, conditional alternatives to established traits . While much research in evolutionary biology and evo devo continues to focus on identifying genes for key innovations, genetic accommodation theory broadens our perspective toward exploring gene functions and interactions in the context of changing internal and external environmental conditions.
THE MORPHOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT AND THE THEORY OF FACILITATED VARIATION
Formulated by Kirschner and Gerhart (2005) and Kirschner (2007, 2010 ) the theory of facilitated variation represents the most rigorous attempt to date to confront our lack of understanding of the origins of novel, functional, and complex traits with the most important insights that molecular, cellular, and developmental biology have generated over recent decades on how cells, tissues, organs, and organisms build and maintain themselves. This framework developed mostly outside an evo devo context and remains to be integrated, but has much to offer toward its future as we are trying to understand developmentenvironment interactions, and how these in turn shape, and are shaped by, organismal evolution. Central to this framework is the realization that multicellular organisms rely on a set of highly conserved core processes, ranging from e.g., transcription and translation to microtubule and synapse formation to the formation of neuronal connections in the brain and muscular-skeletal connections. Many of these processes share a propensity for exploratory behavior which is then followed by periods of somatic selection of the most functional state. For instance, microtubules initially grow and shrink randomly into cytoplasmic space until polarized by stabilizing signals and muscle precursor cells migrate randomly during early development but are maintained into later stages only if they manage to innervate muscles. The same theme emerges when other core processes are examined, such as the development of neural and vascular systems: all select and stabilize certain states over others following periods of exploratory behavior (reviewed by Alonzo et al., 2011; Herring, 2011; Kovach et al., 2011) .
At the same time, conserved core processes are characterized by weak linkage to the signals that regulate their activity as well as other developmental processes with which they interact, causing any specific signal to have an easily altered relationship to the specific developmental outcome it solicits. For instance, a great diversity of sensory inputs can bring about, via the same highly conserved neuronal machinery, a great diversity of motor functions. The same, highly conserved cellular transduction pathways connect an enormous wealth of external inputs to internal outputs. And the same, highly conserved endocrine machinery enables the linking of diverse external signals to equally diverse behavioral, physiological, and developmental responses (Nijhout, 1994; Hartfelder and Emlen, 2005; Alberts et al., 2008) .
Combined, exploratory behavior and weak linkage enable developmental processes to be adaptably responsive to conditions. As such, development facilitates ontogenetic change because it can adjust to context. Development facilitates evolutionary change because it enables random perturbations, including those provided by novel mutations, to give rise to non-random, functional, integrated, and on occasion adaptive, phenotypic variations. Because of the highly constrained nature of its constituent core processes, their respective specific developmental functions are ensured regardless of context. But at the same time, due to exploratory behavior and weak linkage, the emergence of novel and sometimes adaptive phenotypic variation is deconstrained (Kirschner and Gerhart, 2005; Kirschner, 2007, 2010) .
The theory of facilitated variation generates important opportunities for evo devo research as it forces a more biologically realistic understanding of the genotype-phenotype relationship. First, it views phenotypes as rooted in development rather than genes and genetic variation. The latter clearly make a difference, but they do not-by themselves-allow phenotypes to emerge. Second, it provides a framework for understanding the mechanisms by which alterations of development brought about by e.g., changes in ecological conditions or the introduction of novel genetic variation can elicit non-random and integrated phenotypic changes, chaperoned by the facilitating nature of development. As such it provides a useful new way of thinking about the mechanisms that allow development to be sensitive to the environment, environment-sensitivity to evolve, and novel yet functional phenotypic variation to emerge in the process.
WHEN ORGANISMS MAKE ENVIRONMENTS, AND ENVIRONMENTS CAN EVOLVE-THE PROMISE OF NICHE CONSTRUCTION THEORY
Niche construction theory is a mature, quantitative, theoretical framework which nevertheless remains to be fully integrated in ecology and evolution, yet has perhaps most to offer to evo devo practioners (Laland et al., 2014) . Niche construction focuses on the interplay between organisms and their ecological niches, positing that organisms actively construct their niches, which in turn affect organisms' development and evolution (Lewontin, 1983; Odling-Smee, 2010) . Niche construction theory has enabled biologists to rephrase and extend key concepts in evolutionary biology: for example, niche construction theory allows adaptation to be understood as emerging not just from organisms responding to the environment, but modifying their environment in ways that suit their responses. Similarly, niche construction theory allows selective environments to be understood as being moving targets, evolving in concert with a population of organisms that is adapting to them (Laland et al., 1999 (Laland et al., , 2001 (Laland et al., , 2014 . On both fronts, niche construction theory links well to the theory of facilitated variation. While focusing on different levels of biological organization, there is no reason why niches and environments must exist solely outside the body or why their construction cannot occur during any stage of development (Moczek, 2012) . In both frameworks, entire organisms as well as their organs, cells, or signal transduction pathways actively construct environments that enable subsequent adaptive responses.
Collectively all three theoretical frameworks highlighted here expand the way evo devo research can formulate empirical approaches to long-standing questions. Specifically, they force the realization that any novel trait, any putative adaptation, and any plastic response begins with a gene only if we so chose to start our investigation at this point. This is not to say that identifying differentially expressed or re-deployed genes and pathways is a bad starting point-but if our goal is to understand how organismal complexity comes into being, and when it does so, the environment-dependent nature of development and developmental evolution deserve to take center stage.
CONCLUSIONS
A mounting body of evidence across the tree of life shows that organisms execute their development in tight interdependence with the environment, with significant aspects of the environment being both cause and effect of organismal development, shaping and directing how and when, and with what consequences, genetic programs are allowed to unfold. Evo devo has long prided itself, and rightfully so, by conceptualizing evolutionary change not as an abstract change in gene frequencies, but as a much more biologically meaningful change in developmental processes over time. By realizing that organismal development and environment are quite often impossible to divorce, it is time for evo devo to expand its conceptualization of evolution once more. Already, several studies suggest that integrating the environmentdependent nature of development and developmental evolution into evo devo research programs critically advances key frontiers in the biological sciences, from our understanding of the genesis of novel complex traits and the biological future of a changing planet to the developmental causes of disease.
